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Abstract 

In earth sciences landform mapping is a valuable method of data collection since surface morphology reveals 

processes that operate in an environment. The digital age offers a new approach to the original in-field 

landform identification. This research focusses on investigating the current potential of landform 

identification when only using digital sources. The main research question is as follows: With what level of 

certainty can macro and micro landforms be digitally identified in the Baruther ice-marginal valley, 

Germany? To accurately answer this, two research challenges were conducted: the creation of a 

geomorphological map and the identification of various relic micro anthropogenic landforms. The research is 

conducted in a 2 by 10 km area within the Baruther ice-marginal valley near Horstwalde, in southeast 

Brandenburg, Germany. Both challenges are carried out in ArcGIS Pro through the use of ground-level 

photos, orthophotos, colour infrared images, existing maps, scientific literature, historic literature, and 

through light detection and ranging (LiDAR) data generated maps.  

 This research found that the certainty level greatly dependents on the availability of sources, and the 

feature that needs to be identified. In the end the majority of the landforms were identified with high 

confidence. Furthermore, digital identification was found to be a powerful supporting tool of physical in-field 

identification. Unfortunately, the active COVID-19 pandemic regulations prohibits fieldwork which makes 

ground-truthing not feasible. Due to this absence of field validation we could not yet confirm the exact 

success of this research identification in the Baruther ice-marginal valley.  
 

Keywords: Exclusive digital identification; Quaternary geomorphological mapping; Baruther ice-marginal 

valley; Relic Charcoal Heart identification; Relic Conflict Site identification  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Cover page image is LiDAR derived digital elevation model in grey-scale of Saale glaciation end moraine in the southern part of the 

research area.  
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1. Abbreviations  

DEM  –  Digital Elevation Model 

GSSD  – ‘Gruppe der Sowjetischen Streitkräfte in Deutschland’, Group of Soviet Forces in Germany 

LiDAR  –  Light Detection and Ranging 

RCH  –  Relic Charcoal Heart 

RCS  –  Relic Conflict Site 

WMS –  Web Map Service 
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2. Introduction 

In earth sciences landform mapping is a valuable method of data collection. Surface morphology acts as a 

tool to understand processes that operate in an environment (Smith & Clark, 2005). Originally landform 

identification was done directly in the field. The digital age however offers new opportunities. Technological 

advances in software combined with the expanding availability of national and global datasets raises the 

question whether landform identification through the use of exclusively digital available sources is possible 

and desirable.  

 

2.1 Research Aim and Questions 

The aim of this research is to investigate the current potential of landform identification with the sole use of 

digital sources. The main research question is as follows: With what level of certainty can macro and micro 

landforms be digitally identified in the Baruther ice-marginal valley, Germany? To gear towards accurately 

answering the research question several sub-questions are specified;  

  1. What are the pros and cons of exclusively digital identification? 

  2. What is the most effective workflow? 

  3. How does the level of certainty depend on the availability of sources?  

  4. To what extent is digital identification a replacement of physical fieldwork?  

 In order to accurately answer these research questions two research challenges are conducted. The 

creation of a geomorphological map and the identification of various relic micro anthropogenic landforms. 

The former is the creation of a geomorphological map of the Baruther ice-marginal valley, near Horstwalde 

in Germany. This is a highly interesting quaternary geomorphological landscape and within this perimeter 

various macro, meso, and micro geomorphological landforms are present. This research will contribute 1/6th 

of a complete geomorphological map. Eventually, maps by five co-researchers will be compiled into a large-

scale geomorphological map of the Baruther ice-marginal valley, Germany. Such a map of the area can 

contribute to further earth scientific research in the area. 

 To further test the capacity of digital identification the latter focus is on micro relic anthropogenic 

landforms subdivided in the identification of Relic Charcoal Hearts (RCH) and the identification of Relic 

Conflict Site (RCS) features. A Relic Charcoal Heart (RCH) is the remains of a historic man made kiln used for 

the pre-industrial production of charcoal through the burning of wood sealed with brushwood and soil (Raab 

et al., 2015; Raab et al., 2019). Micro anthropogenic landforms created by military personal regarding 

military conflict sites or military training sites are hereafter coined as Relic Conflict Site (RCS) features. These 

are historic micro landforms features such as a fire trench, anti-tank trench, bunkers, fox holes, and bomb 

craters. The RCHs and RCS features will be identified in the historic active military and charcoal production 

Baruther ice-marginal valley. 

 The digital identification of landforms is conducted in ArcGIS Pro through the use of ground-level 

photos, orthophotos, colour infrared images, existing maps, scientific literature, historic literature, and 

through light detection and ranging (LiDAR) data generated maps. This research expects to reinforce the idea 

of digital landform identification in addition to showing the current drawbacks that still linger with digital 

identification.  

 

2.2 Research Area 

The research will be conducted in a 2 by 10 km area within the Baruther ice-marginal valley near Horstwalde, 

in southeast Brandenburg, Germany (figure 1). 
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Geomorphological Genesis 

The research area is located in the Glogau-Baruth ice-marginal valley. This valley was formed by periglacial 

and glacial processes during the late Pleistocene and Holocene (Juschus, 2001; Boer, 1995). In the south lies 

the old moraine landscape characterized by the Saale glaciation terminal moraine. In the north lies the 

young moraine landscape which was formed during the later Weichselian glaciation. The meltwater from 

Weichselian glaciation cut through the old moraine landscape, hence forming the low lying Baruther ice-

marginal valley with its four terraces (Juschus, 2001). After both the glaciations there was a period where 

aeolian processes gradually deposited cover sands and as a result dunes were created throughout the valley 

(Boer, 1995).   

 

Anthropogenic History 

Concerning RCHs, there are various traces found in the 

region that point to pre-industrial charcoal production 

and consumption. Nearby lies the Schmelze Horstwalde 

which is a historic charcoal powered ironwork (Wenze, 

1983). The Unterhammer Schönefeld is another 

charcoal powered ironwork which lies within the 

research area. It used the canalized Hammerfliess as 

driving force for the smiting hammer and forge blower 

(Wenze, 1983). Multiple RCHs have already been 

identified and physically confirmed within the research 

area (Burger, 2019). These identified RCHs are situated 

along the Lange Horstberge dune that crosses through 

this research area. However, that research only covered 

a small part of the current research area. Given the 

history of the area, the chance that more RCHs are 

present is estimated high. 

 Furthermore, with respect to RCS features, the 

research area has been militarily very active in recent 

history as illustrated in figure 1 and 2. In the north lies 

the Kummersdorf military shooting range and weapons 

facility constructed under Prussian rule in 1875 (Merrill 

& Hack, 2013). Before and during the First and Second 

World War weapons were tested and developed here 

(Merrill & Hack, 2013). In April 1945 the battle of Halbe, 

also known as the slaughter of Halbe, was fought in the 

area (Tissier, 2007). During the Cold War till 1994  

Soviet forces were stationed on the Kummersdorf site (Merrill & Hack, 2013). They utilized the Heidehof-

Golmberg which lies in the south of the research area as training grounds and as aerial shooting range (‘NSG 

Heidehof-Golmberg’, 2019). Colloquially this area is known as ‘Bombodrom’. There are multiple micro RCS 

landform traces present from these periods. The majority of these are however on foot partly inaccessible 

due to large amounts of unexploded ammunition (‘NSG Heidehof-Golmberg’, 2019; ).  

Berlin 

Figure 1. Research area in Brandenburg, Germany 
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Figure 2. Timeline of Kummersdorf and Heidehof-Golmberg (Merrill & Hack, 2013; Tissier, 2007; ‘NSG Heidehof-Golmberg’, 2019; 

Scholz, 1975; Grothe, 2016). 

 

 

3. Methodology 

This research methodology consist of four parts. First the construction of an .aprx file in the pre-processing 

stage. Then the identification and mapping of geomorphological landforms. Thirdly the identification of the 

micro anthropogenic landforms: RCHs and RCS features. And lastly the integration process of all identified 

landforms by compiling the result of 5 other researches on geomorphology.  

 

3.1 Pre-processing 

The collective research of identification will be through various existing maps, orthophotos, colour infrared 

images, and LiDAR derived maps in the software ArcGIS Pro 2.4. For that purpose a project in ArcGIS Pro is 

constructed and saved as an .aprx  file. This offers the best organizable overview of the different map layers 

later used for the identification process. The complete workplan for this can be found in Appendix D. The 

various data used can be found within chapter 4 Data. During the creation of the .aprx file LiDAR data is used 

to create a Digital Elevation Model (DEM). Thereafter the DEM is used to create the hillshade, slope, and 

aspect shaded relief map, all with an x, and y cell size of 0.5 by 0.5 metre. 

 

3.2 Geomorphological Landforms 

The geomorphological landforms are digitally identified and mapped through a 4 step process summarized in 

figure 3. First a literature study is conducted on the geomorphological genesis of the area in order to create 

an overview of expected landforms in the area as well as collecting already available geomorphological maps 

of the area. In the case of new found maps these will be added to the .aprx file and georeferenced if 

necessary.  

 After establishing sufficient information a legend for the map needs to be either created or copied 

from existing geomorphological maps. For this research, the legend of the geomorphological Berlin-

Zehlendorf from Pachur and Schulz (1983), and Frank (1987) is used as base for legend attributes. For clarity 

sake the legend is further subdivided in macro, meso, and micro landforms. Macro is defined as landforms 

larger than a square kilometre. Meso landforms are a hundred square metres to a square kilometre big. 

Micro landforms are smaller than a hundred square metres. The symbology is either created or converted to 

ArcGIS Pro by Schadee (2020). All features are furthermore given a code so that the created symbology layer 

could be automatically added further in the process.  

 The third step is the identification of all landforms in the research area according to the legend. This 

is done during a 7 day digital fieldwork of the research area led by dr. de Boer, who is an established 

researcher on dune geomorphology in the research area. The identification and mapping is done within the 

created .aprx file in ArcGIS Pro. Within ArcGIS Pro geomorphological structures are identified with the help 
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of existing maps, orthophotos, colour infrared images, and the LiDAR derived maps: DEM, hillshade, slope, 

aspect. The map construction itself is done by the drawing of polygons, points, and lines with their 

corresponding legend code.  

 Lastly, the correct symbology can be added to all the features with the use of the created ArcGIS Pro 

legend codes.  

 
Figure 3. Workflow geomorphological landform identification and mapping 

 

3.3 Micro anthropogenic Landforms 

Relic Charcoal Hearts 

The micro anthropogenic RCHs are digitally identified in a 3 step process summarized in figure 4.  

 First a literature study is conducted on the characteristics of RCH features. Next, all possible data is 

collected of the research area in relation to RCHs. This is historic literature of the area in order to more 

accurately pinpoint locations where RCHs might be present. Historic topographic maps featuring charcoal 

dependent industries, as well as transportation roads, and canalized waterways, can add important 

information. These maps are georeferenced and added to the .aprx file. Furthermore, if present, the 

following are also collected form the research area; the location, diameter, and appearance on different 

shaded relief maps of previously identified RCHs.  

 Lastly, the knowledge on RCHs and the research area is used in combination with the constructed 

.aprx file in ArcGIS Pro to search, identify, and map possible RCHs. The RCHs characteristics were found to be 

most clearly visible on the hillshade map and DEM. When a RCH is suspected the characteristics are 

compared with the confirmed characteristics from the literature study. In case of a match, the suspected 

RCH location is mapped with a point within ArcGIS Pro.  

 
Figure 4. Workflow RCH identification and mapping 

 

Relic Conflict Sites  

The micro anthropogenic RCS landform features are digitally identified by a 5 step workflow process. 

 First a literature research is done on the variety of possible landform features that are connected to 

relic conflict sites, together with their characteristics and when available the visualisation of them on LiDAR 

derived DEM and surface parameter maps.  

 After establishing significant literature on RCS features, data consisting of historic literature, military 

maps, and ground photos of the research area is collected. This offers the possibility to confirm whether, 

where, and what RCS features are present. For example, whether there was active fighting, or training, by 

whom, over what time period, what equipment was used, and whether the area was bombed. It might even 

reveal the exact location of known RCS features. An important part of this is the data search for ground 

photos and historic maps, preferably high resolution military maps. Maps when needed are georeferenced 

and added to the .aprx file.  

 Thirdly, a selection is made of specific RCS features that are either frequently present or of 

importance to the historic military background in the area. This selection is based on a larger research area. 

This is the 30 LiDAR tiles that form the area of the complete geomorphology map of the Baruther ice-

marginal valley seen in Appendix A figure 10. Within this area the various landforms with a military past are 

located with the help of historic maps, DEM, hillshade, colour infrared images and orthophotos in ArcGIS 

Pro. Their imagery on these various maps, together with characteristics, are then combined in a table for 

quick and clear identification. 

Literature research 
on the area

Legend creation
Identification 

through digital 
fieldwork

Adding symbology 
layer file

Literature study on RCH 
characteristics

Data collection on 
research area

Identification and 
mapping
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 Fourthly, a complete legend can be created from the different RCS features in the area. The features 

are furthermore all given a code in the legend and a fitting symbology layer is created as part of the legend.  

 Lastly, all RCS features in the original research area are according to the legend identified and 

mapped. Features are either mapped as polygon, line, or point. They are given a specific code and the 

correct symbology layer is fitted to the given codes. The complete workflow for RCS identification and 

mapping is visually summarised in figure 5 below: 

 
Figure 5. Workflow RCS identification and mapping 

 

3.4 Integration Process 

During the final integration process the mapped micro anthropogenic landforms are copied within ArcGIS 

Pro to the geomorphological map. Lastly this research geomorphological map is merged with the result of 

five neighbouring geomorphological researches to construct a large scale geomorphological map of the 

Baruther ice-marginal valley. During this merger boundary conflicts with the neighbouring researchers digital 

fieldwork areas are resolved. 

 

 

4. Data  

The following table shows the various data used for this research. The corresponding WMS URLs can be 

consulted in chapter 8.1. The spatial datasets were either provided or transformed in the horizontal 

coordinate system ETRS89/UTM zone 33N (EPSG:25833). The vertical coordinate system for the LiDAR data 

is DHHN92 (EPSG:5783).  

 

 Data  Source Scale Date Description 
1 LiDAR data 

(.las files)  
 
 
 
 

University of 
Amsterdam 
Geoportal 

N/A The tile 
production date is 
2011. They were 
bought in 2014 
(20 tiles) and 
2016 (29 tiles) 

Last return of X,Y, and Z coordinates of laser 
scanned points. They are used for the creation 
of DEM, hillshade, slope, and relief map with x, 
and y cell size of 0.5 by 0.5 m. 
 
49 LiDAR ‘tiles’ each cover a 2x2 km area with 
in this research area an average point density 
of 1.6 points per m2. 

2 Topographic 
map  

University of 
Amsterdam 
Geoportal 

1:25.000 1841 Topographic map Paplitz area.  
‘Urmesstischblatt’ 

3 Topographic 
map  

University of 
Amsterdam 
Geoportal 

1:25.000 1941 Topographic map Paplitz area. 
‘Messtischblatt’  

4 Topographic 
map  

University of 
Amsterdam 
Geoportal 

1:25.000 1989 GDR military topographic map Paplitz area 
‘Ausgabe Staat’ 

5 Topographic 
map 

University of 
Amsterdam 
Geoportal 

1:25.000 1989 GDR military topographic map Stuelpe area 
‘Ausgabe Staat’ 

6 Ground photo  Rüchel, B., 2014 N/A 2014 Ground photo archive of all structures in 
Kummersdorf rocket facility 

7 Topographic 
(WMS-BB) 

Geobasis 
Brandenburg (1) 

1:10.000 2018 Topographic map of Brandenburg  
(DTK10 Farbe) 

8 Orthophotos 
(WMS-BB) 

Geobasis 
Brandenburg (2) 

1:5.000 2019 Digital orthophotos of Brandenburg  
(DOP20c) 

9 Colour-infrared  
imagery  
(WMS-BB) 

Geobasis 
Brandenburg (3) 

1:5.000 2019 Colour-infrared imagery with of Brandenburg 
(DOP20cir) 

Literature study on 
RCS features

Data collection on 
research area

Identification of all 
RCS varieties 

Legend creation Map creation
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10 Pedology 
(WMS) 

Inspire 
Brandenburg (4) 

1:50.000 
1:300.000 
1:1000.000 

 2010 Three soil maps of Brandenburg: BK50, BÜK 
300, and MMK.  
‘Bodenkarten’ 

11 Pedology 
(WMS) 

Inspire 
Brandenburg (5) 

1:300.000 2015 Soil and Substrate map of Brandenburg 
‘Bodenartern und Substrate’ 

12 RCH data 
(GDB) 

ArcGIS Online  
Brandenburg BSc 
Thesis group 

N/A 2019 Geodatabase with all confirmed and rejected 
RCHs point locations from Burger (2019).  

13 Geomorphology 
map 

Atlas zur Geologie 
von Brandenburg 
– Karte 4 

1:1.000.000 2010 Geomorphological map of Brandenburg. 
‘Geologische Übersichtskarte –  
Oberflächengeologie’  

14 Geomorphology 
map 

Atlas zur  Geologie 
von Brandenburg 
– Karte 1 

1:1.000.000 2002 Geomorphological map of Brandenburg. 
‘Landschaftsgenese’ 

15 Geomorphology 
map 

University of 
Amsterdam 
Geoportal 

1:500.000 1970 Geomorphological map Potsdam, 
Frankfurt/Oder, and Cottbus 

16 Geomorphology 
map 

Boer, W. M. de 
(1995) 

1:50.000 1992 Geomorphological map of the area between 
Luckenwalde and Golssen.  

17 Geomorphology 
map 

University of 
Amsterdam 
Geoportal 

1:1.000.000 1980 Geomorphological map of Saale and 
Weichselian ice-ages in middle Europe. 
‘Vereisungen in Mitteleuropa’ 

18 Geology map University of 
Amsterdam 
Geoportal 

1:100.000 2004 Geology map Teltow-Fläming  

19 Geology map University of 
Amsterdam 
Geoportal 

1:300.000 1997 Geology map Brandenburg 

20 Geology map University of 
Amsterdam 
Geoportal 

1:200.000 1998 Geology map CC3942 Berlin 

21 Geology map University of 
Amsterdam 
Geoportal 

1:25.000 1922 Geology map Preussen-Luckenwalde 

22 Lithology map University of 
Amsterdam 
Geoportal 

1:50.000 1974 Hand copied lower Fläming lithology map  
(LKQ) Gerhard Schöne  

Table 1. Research data 

 

 

5. Results  

The aim of this research is to investigate the current potential of landform identification with the sole use of 

digital sources. This is done through two research challenges, the creation of a geomorphological map and 

the identification of various relic micro anthropogenic landforms. The results of these two challenges are 

described here.  

 

5.1 Geomorphology 

The geomorphology of the research area can be seen as macro, meso, micro, and the combination of all 

three in figure 7 as well as Appendix A figure 10. In the next three paragraphs the most characteristic 

features of all three levels are presented. 

 Figure 7-a visualizes the macro geomorphology, and in particular the effect both last ice ages have 

had on the area. In the far south lies the highest terrain as the end moraine of the Saale glaciation. Directly 

north of this lies the ground moraine which is incised. These two incisions now form the periglacial level 

which is the first level of four terrace levels (Juschus, 2001).  Furthermore, two dunes can be seen (see letter 
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A in figure 7-a). The origin of these dunes is explained in the thesis research of Zuidervaart (2020). North of 

the  periglacial level lies the fluvioglacial erosive ice-marginal valley where meltwater runoff after both 

glaciations took place. This is also the second terrace and to this day still a much wetter area than 

surrounding. This can be seen through the presence of peat which develops only under wet conditions. The 

ice-marginal valley is divided by a west to east dune called the Lange Horstberge (see letter B in figure 7-a). 

Just North west lies a small dune that is almost completely levelled by human activity. North of this dune lies 

more of the ice-marginal valley but a lower level which forms the third terrace. Further north lie two more 

dunes from west to east that form the border to the most norther area which is the fourth and lowest 

terrace level. The terrace levels are indicated with numbers in figure 7-a. 

 Figure 7-b shows the meso geomorphology in the area. The meso landforms consist of  valleys and 

hydrological features. In the far south lies the end moraine which is home to various V shaped, as well as 

saucer shaped, valleys. The centre of the research area is the fluvioglacial erosive ice-marginal valley which is 

a low lying flat area used for agriculture. In order to make it suitable for agriculture the high groundwater 

table needs to be lowered. An intricate network of ditches is therefore in place. Furthermore, as found in the 

micro geomorphology, the dunes in the area all show signs of sand excavation. This fine sand is presumably 

used by local farmers for artificial levelling of the lowest lying wet areas.  

 Lastly, the micro geomorphology features are visualised in figure 7-c. These features are: houses, 

roads, RCS features, RCHs, erratic boulders, knobs, earth walls, kettles, trough-shaped depressions, niches, 

pingo ruins, and alluvial fans. Although kettles and alluvial fans can be larger than the defined micro 

structure parameters these fall in the legend under ‘6. Individual Landforms’ and are therefore chosen to be 

mapped in the micro map. The bulk of the RCS features are located in the south at Heidehof-Golmberg area 

and in the north at Kummersdorf. More on these features can be found in paragraph 5.2. In the far south 

three alluvial fans were identified (see letters C in figure 7-c). The alluvial fans are formed by material from 

the end moraine spread out over the lower lying ground moraine in the north. Two kettles were also 

identified (see letters D in figure 7-c). Pingo ruins and glacial erratic’s that frequently occur in glacial areas 

were however not found in this research area. Lastly, throughout the area lots of sand excavation in the 

form of niches in dunes were found. 

 

  

 
Figure 6. Top left: hillshade. Top right: orthophoto. Bottom left:  cross section profile of purple line seen on  

hillshade, and location coordinates. 

 

Location: Heidehof-Golmberg 

 

EPSG 4326: 

13.3603871oE 

52.0268726oN 

EPSG: 25833: 

X: 387510.81 

Y: 5765296.01 

A A 
B 

C 1 

2 

1 2 
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 Figure 6  above shows an example of the complexity that micro landform identification is. The first 

image is a hillshade from LiDAR taken in 2011, and the second image is an orthophoto taken in 2019. 

Landforms B and C are similar but less round and are furthermore formed after 2011. Landform A is a round, 

water filled, 12 metre wide depression with an earth wall all around. It is situated in a fluvioglacial 

accumulative area. These are all the characteristics of a pingo ruin (Flemal, 1976). Doubt is raised however 

by the later formed neighbouring depressions B and C as they seem very similar to A. Can landforms A, B, 

and C be of the same origin and thus relatively new or is landform A a pingo ruin and landforms B and C 

something else. Presumably these three landforms are of anthropogenic origin. The orthophoto shows a 

relatively new track leading to but not continuing to these depressions. Although they are filled with water 

this does not seem to be their purpose since the construction of three small seemingly random dug and 

closely placed water basins is unlikely. Furthermore, whilst they are located in the former Heidehof-

Golmberg military training area, that is home to large amounts of unexploded ammunition, these depression 

seem to not originate from relic ammunition safely brought to explosion. This is because C and B are not 

very round and there is a specialised location present for the practice of safe explosions, 12 kilometres to the 

north. For this research all three landforms have been mapped under hydrology as lake (ArcGIS code 1406).  

A further in-depth study is recommended to rule out the possibility that landform A is a pingo ruin (see letter 

E figure 7-b for location).  

 
Figure 7. Geomorphological map of the  Baruther ice-marginal valley, near Horstwalde in Germany.  
Left to right: (a) map of macro landforms, (b) map of meso landforms, (c) map of micro landforms, (d) combined map. A larger 

representation of the map with the according legend can be viewed in Appendix A figure 10 and 11.    

C 
C 

C 

D 
D 

A 

B 

4 

3 

2 

1 

E 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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5.2 Micro Anthropogenic Landforms 

 

Relic Charcoal Hearts 

The following RCH characteristics resulted from the literature study. Raab et. al., (2009) found that the inner 

diameters of the ground plans can vary between 3 and 29 metre. This is based on the excavation of 1209 

RCHs (Raab et. al., 2019). In a previous study they concluded that RCHs are somewhat visible as button-like 

shapes on shaded relief maps such as hillshade and DEM (Raab et. al., 2015). RCHs leave circular traces of 

charcoal in the soil (Raab et. al., 2015). However without fieldwork excavation this is not visible on digital 

sources. Furthermore, economic location factors played an important role: availability of a suitable supply of 

wood as well as the possibility of local iron ore extraction (Raab et. al., 2019). Topography and proximity to 

watercourses are negligible according to Raab et. al., (2019). Wood was most important since approximately 

two hectares of woodland were consumed for the creation of one charcoal kiln (Rösler et. al., 2012). 

 Based on the data collection in this research, the probability that RCHs are present in the area is 

estimated high. Paragraph 2.2 Anthropogenic history shapes a picture of the rich history of the area in 

charcoal production and consumption. The historic topographic maps of Paplitz area in 1841 and 1941 were 

added to the .aprx file as they pinpoint charcoal dependent industries (number 2 and 3 in table 1, page 8). 

The RCH suspicion is lastly confirmed with the in-field identification of four RCHs within this research area by 

Burger (2019). The data of these can be found in Appendix B table 2. In this research a total 24 RCHs were 

digitally identified including the four previous confirmed. A sample of these visualised through hillshade can 

be seen in figure 8 below. The locations of all 24 RCHs can be seen in figure 7-c.  

 

         
Figure 8. Three examples of new suspected RCHs visualised on hillshade. Diameter left to right: 16, 12, 16 m.  

 

Relic Conflict Sites  

The literature study on RCS features revealed that a wide variety of RCS landforms can be identified with 

high accuracy on hillshades and DEMs (Schriek & Beex, 2017; Juhász & Neuberger, 2016; Juhász & 

Neuberger, 2016). The list of suspected RCS features included: trenches, bunkers, bomb craters, target 

practice structures, camp remnants, and aboveground bunkers. However, not all of the expected features 

from the literature study were present in this research area.   

 Concerning the data collection on this specific research area, the probability that RCS features are 

present in the area is estimated high. Paragraph 2.2 Anthropogenic history also shapes a picture of an active 

military history in the area. During data collection the military topographic maps Stuelpe and Paplitz from 

1989 were scanned, georeferenced, and then added to the .aprx file as these maps indicate the former 

Heidehof Golmberg border during Russian use (number 4 and 5 in table 1, page 8). Furthermore, an online 

archive of ground photos of military structures in and near Kummersdorf weapons facility was found 

(number 6 in table 1, page 8).  

 Lastly, the selection of specific military features that are either frequently present or an important 

part of the historic military background in the area can be seen in the created legend in figure 9. Their 

characteristics and their imagery on DEM, hillshade, and orthophotos can be seen in Appendix C table 3. All 
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RCS features found in the research area have been mapped according to the created legend. They can be 

viewed in figure 7-c map of micro landforms under military. The symbology has been created in cooperation 

with bachelor student Marin Schadee who is end responsible for the complete geomorphology legend.  

Background information on the choice to not map bomb craters, although they are present in the area and 

the legend, can be found in Appendic C, page 24  under ‘Bombodrom’ Heidehof-Golmgberg.  

 

 
Figure 9. Legend of RCS features.  

 

 In a further test, ground photos were used as an additional source (number 6 in table 1, page 8). 

Ground photos were linked to RCS features. This has been done for the secret World War II rocket 

development facility just outside the Kummersdorf weapons facility. Although the area is currently 

completely overgrown by forest, rendering orthophotos useless, ten structures were identified through the 

use of hillshade and DEM. Eight of these have been linked to their corresponding ground photo. The results 

can be seen in Appendix C figure 12 and table 4.  

 

 

6. Discussion 

As mentioned before, the goal of this research is to test exclusive digital landform identification through 

macro, and micro landform identification in the Baruther ice-marginal valley. In this chapter firstly the results 

of the two identification challenges will be discussed then the process of exclusive digital identification will 

be evaluated.  

 For the execution of both challenges sufficient and reliable sources were available on the research 

area. This greatly accelerated the process and increased the reliability of the results. Concerning the 

geomorphology map, the identification success was greatly dependent on the landform. Dunes were easy to 

recognize on DEM and hillshade map, as well as the border between the elevated and incised end moraine 

and the flatter ground moraine. However, the border between the fluvioglacial accumulative and 

fluvioglacial erosive was not visible on the various LiDAR derived maps. In that case the border had to be 

drawn depending on two existing maps (number 13 and 14 in table 1, page 8). Although these maps were 

drawn through in-field measurements their scale was much less precise than this newly constructed map. 

The map head ‘8. material’ was also not possible through digital identification. This was drawn depending on 

two WMS service pedology maps. The remaining landforms, such as valleys, drainageways, and hydrological 

landforms of the area, were possible to identify fairly easily with the hillshade map and existing maps.  

 The second challenge with micro landform identification proved to be more difficult. RCHs are 

difficult to identify with exclusively digital sources. Although the hillshade map offers accuracy to 0.5 m, the 
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characteristic RCH button-like shape is difficult to identify with certainty. RCH locations can be best 

confirmed during fieldwork by augering and searching for charcoal traces in the soil. Without a soil map that 

is based on ground measurements every 30 centimetre, fieldwork is a must for identifying RCHs. 

 The RCS features also proved their difficulty. These RCS features are micro landforms as well as some 

additional topographic relevant information such as military border areas. The topographic information is 

derived from several existing maps while the other RCS features were identified through LiDAR derived maps 

and a literature overview of RCS feature characteristics. Although some literature exists on the 

characteristics of a bunker/dug-out/foxhole, they can vary greatly in shape making it difficult to correctly 

identify a depression as a bunker/dug-out/foxhole. The possibility exists that some are wrongly identified in 

this research as bunker/dug-out/foxhole while they have no anthropogenic militarily related origin. Some 

small depressions now mapped as RCS feature could also be from fallen trees with an uprooted root system. 

Or, some square holes next to roads can also be artificial roadside drainage basins that are not military 

related. Concerning the extra test with ground photo linkage to identified structures near Kummersdorf, 

there is no formal check present whether the eight linked photos are truly correctly linked. For the RCS 

features can be concluded that far more research is required on the wide variety of possible RCS features in 

order to more accurately digitally identify them. However, the possibility of sole digital identification 

remains a good option once knowledge of these features characteristics is further expanded.  

 Besides evaluating the two challenge results also the process itself can be evaluated. This digital 

identification study was cheaper than identification through fieldwork since no transport costs to and from 

the location or accommodation costs were needed. The costs for the software and LiDAR tiles are in 

comparison much lower. Furthermore, the digital fieldwork was done over seven work days while the 

complete in-field identification without digital pre-processing would have taken much longer. Digital 

identification also offers the opportunity to map places where fieldwork is not possible. Fieldwork can be 

forbidden during specific times, like in this case during the active COVID-19 pandemic regulations or in other 

cases during perhaps breeding season in a nature reserve. Fieldwork in certain areas may be inaccessible by 

law. In the case of a closed off area, getting access to the area through local government or owner can take 

money and time. And lastly, fieldwork may be in a hostile environment. Although this research area is not 

located in a radioactive zone, or an active warzone, areas in the north and south are littered with 

unexploded ammunition. 

 Moreover, this study greatly benefited from the added value that was provided by the availability of 

the knowledge from dr. W.M. de Boer who has guided multiple fieldwork trips to this research area. In other 

studies with sole digital identification an expert on the region may not be present. 

 Ultimately, it is important to understand that the main limitation of this research is the absence of 

result conformation afterwards. This research has no comparison of the identified landforms with an existing 

map of the same scale or ground-truthing. This reduces the probability to correctly answer this research 

question. In the best case scenario all the digital identified landforms can be checked in the field afterwards 

so that the percentage of correct identified features could be calculated. However, due to the active COVID-

19 pandemic regulations fieldwork is prohibited, making ground-truthing not feasible. 
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7. Conclusion 

The main research question was as follows: ‘With what level of certainty can macro and micro landforms be 

digitally identified in the Baruther ice-marginal valley, Germany?’ This research found that the certainty level 

greatly depends on the availability of sources and the feature that needs to be identified. Most macro 

features are fairly easy to identify, as well as meso structures. Micro feature identification offers the greatest 

challenge with the least level of certainty. In the end the majority of the landforms were identified with high 

confidence. Nevertheless, due to the absence of field validation afterwards we cannot yet know the exact 

success of this research identification in the Baruther ice-marginal valley.  

 

‘What are the pros and cons of exclusively digital identification?’ 

Digital identification enables the mapping of places where or when field research is not an option. However, 

the success very much depends on the amount of available information of the area, the quality of that 

information, and the type of landform that needs to be identified. Therefore digital identification can be 

cheaper and it can be a faster process than in-field landform identification if already sufficient quality 

information is available.  

 

‘What is the most effective workflow?’ 

The most effective workflow in digital identification was found to be first constructing a work environment in 

ArcGIS Pro in the form of an .aprx file. Then, perform a literature study on characteristics, depending on the 

research, on one or multiple geomorphological landform(s), followed by data collection on the research 

area. This can be historic literature, maps, orthophotos, LiDAR derived maps, colour infrared images, ground 

photos, and oblique photos. Next, a legend needs to be created in the case of multiple landform 

identification. Lastly, all the features in the research area can be mapped according to the legend.  

 

‘How does the level of certainty depend on the availability of sources?’  

There is a wide variety of different sources that can be used during digital identification. The general rule of 

thumb with digital identification was found to be that a wider selection of sources lead to more certainty in 

the identification process. In this research, LiDAR derived maps formed the basis of all identification. These 

are a must. Existing maps offer an insight on already identified landforms as well as characteristics that could 

indicate the location of a landform (e.g. sand on a substrate map is an indication for dunes). Furthermore, 

images in the form of orthophotos, colour infrared images, ground photos, and oblique photos present 

unique in-field views that are not possible to get with LiDAR derived maps or existing maps. The availability 

of these sources greatly increase the identification certainty. Lastly, scientific literature on the landform 

characteristics is essential to understand what to expect of landforms (e.g. what are the characteristics of a 

pingo ruin). Also historic literature on the research area is vital to understand what landforms to expect (e.g. 

glacial related landforms can be expected because the area has experienced two glaciations).  

 

‘To what extent is digital identification a replacement of physical fieldwork?’  

Physical fieldwork without digital software and sources can produce accurate result. However, it is possible 

to identify some landforms with sole digital means with the same level of accuracy as physical in-field 

identification, but that highly depends on the landform and the amount of available information. Overall the 

general rule should be that digital identification is a powerful supporting tool of physical in-field 

identification.  
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Appendix A Geomorphological map 

 

Figure 10. Geomorphological map of the Baruther ice-marginal valley, Brandenburg, Germany (Geskus, 2020;  Luimes, 2020; Romar, 

2020; Schadee, 2020; Zuidervaart, 2020). 

Figure 11. Legend of the geomorphological map of the Baruther ice-marginal valley, Brandenburg, Germany (Schadee, 2020). 
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Appendix B RCH data 

 

Hillshade   DEM   

Dynamic Range 

Adjustment on 

Diameter through in-

field measurement 

[m] (Burger R., 2019) 

Location 

characteristics  

Coordinates 

  

 

 

NaN 

Lange Horstberge Dune 

Wooded area 

 

EPSG 4326: 

13.3594076o E 

52.0662200o N 

EPSG 25833: 

X: 387542.44 

Y: 5769673.46 

  

 

 

6 

Lange Horstberge Dune 

Wooded area 

 

EPSG 4326: 

13.3611323o E 

52.0664617o N 

EPSG 25833: 

X: 387661.26 

Y: 5769697.67 

  

 

 

14 

Lange Horstberge Dune 

Wooded area 

 

EPSG 4326: 

13.3625337o E 

52.0664207o N 

EPSG 25833: 

X: 387757.21 

Y: 5769690.94 

  

 

 

7 

Lange Horstberge Dune 

Wooded area 

 

EPSG 4326: 

13.3630080o E 

52.0665079o N 

EPSG 25833: 

X: 387789.94 

Y: 5769699.91 

Table 2. The four field confirmed RCHs in this research area with their same scale visualisation and characteristics. 
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Appendix C RCS data 

 

RCS feature with code Example visualisation from top to bottom;  
DEM, Orthophoto, Hillshade 

Coordinates Dimensions 
of example 

 
Anti-tank trench (1602) 
An 8–10 metre wide, 4–6 
metre deep trench. They 
can be tens or even 
hundreds of kilometres 
long. They furthermore, 
have a typical shape with 
linear parts and relatively 
hard breakpoints (Juhasz & 
Neuberger 2015). 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
EPSG 4326: 

13.4207995o E 
52.0349070o N 

EPSG 25833: 

X: 391674.69 
Y: 5766097.75 
 
 

  
9 by 89 m 
 
 

Fire trench (1601)   
An 0.6–1 metre wide and 
1–1.5 metre deep infantry 
dugout. The shape is often 
in a zigzag manner with 
regular segment’s length 
and angle between the 
segments (Juhasz & 
Neuberger 2015; 
Neuberger et, al., 2017).  
 
 
 
  

EPSG 4326: 

13.3379815o E 
52.1037055o N 

EPSG 25833: 

X: 386169.28 

Y: 5773875.73 
 
 

1 by 56 m 
 
 

Bunker/dug-out/foxhole 
(1603) 
A constructed depression 
in various forms. Typically 
few metres in diameter.  
Recognizable by their often 
square shape as well as the 
direct earth wall around.  
In the case of a concrete 
bunker and not earthwork 
or wood it is mapped as a 
military structure. The 
images to the right offer a 
possible form (Juhasz & 
Neuberger 2015; Tunwell 
et. al., 2015). 
 

 

EPSG 4326: 

13.4076924o E 
52.0278520o N 

EPSG 25833: 

X: 390758.47 

Y: 5765332.76 
 
 

2 by 8 m 
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Bunker/dug-out, roadside 
(1604) 
Rectangular bunkers with 
their open end connected 
to the road. Often found in 
large groups. Presumably 
used for the shelter of 
vehicles or supplies. The 
bunker is an artificial 
depression covered with 
wood (Schriek & Beex, 
2017; Tunwell et. al., 
2015). In the case of a 
concrete bunker map as 
military structure.  
 

 

EPSG 4326: 

13.4126701o E 
52.0367729o N 

EPSG 25833: 

X: 391121.62 

Y: 5766317.41 
 
 

3 by 9 m  
 
 

Bunker/dug-out/foxhole 
(1603) 
A constructed depression 
in various forms. Typically 
few metres in diameter.  
Recognizable by their often 
square shape as well as the 
direct earth wall around.  
In the case of a concrete 
bunker and not earthwork 
or wood it is mapped as a 
military structure. The 
images to the right offer a 
possible form (Juhasz & 
Neuberger 2015; Tunwell 
et. al., 2015). 
 
 

 

EPSG 4326: 

13.3729915o E 
52.0357012o N 

EPSG 25833: 

X: 388397.49 
Y: 5766258.43 
 

6 by 17 m 
 

Artificial extinguish water 
pond (1606) 
A constructed water pond 
filled with rainwater. It was 
used to extinguish forest 
fires. They are found in the 
Heidehof-Golmberg former 
military exercise terrain. 
Forest fires occurred 
frequently here due to the 
dropping of bombs.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

EPSG 4326: 

13.3556980o E 
52.0325447o N 

EPSG 25833: 

X: 387203.40 

Y: 5765934.09 
 
 

12 by 12 m 
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Military structure (1609) 
All sizes and forms 
possible. The structure 
seen in the photo is the 
remaining earth wall and 
concrete structure of a 
World War II rocket test 
stand located just outside 
of the Kummersdorf 
military base. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

EPSG 4326: 

13.3414107o  E 
52.0977585o N 

EPSG 25833: 

X: 386389.01 
Y: 5773208.97 
 
 

24 by 30 m 
 

Table 3. Overview of various RCS features from the RCS legend.  

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 12. Hillshade with structures from the World War II secret rocket facility next to Kummersdorf weapons facility base. The red 

surface is the former border of the weapons facility.  A thru J are linked when possible with their corresponding ground photo in 

table 4.  

A 

B 

C 
D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

J 
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A. Suspected test stand  

 
B. Large rocket test stands. border wall around  not  
visible on this photo. 

 

 
C. Small test stand for liquid rocket engines (build 1932) 

 
D. Wall system, possible used for storage of explosive  
or hazardous goods 

 

 
E. Large test stand for R1 rocket motors. 

 
F. Presumably a shooting range with a  clear division  
in it. 
 

 
G. Test stand for rocket motors 

 
H. Test stand for A3 rockets.  

 

 
I. Powder rocket test stand 

 
 
 
 
                                   
 
 
 
 
 
J. Suspected bunker or test stand 

Table 4. A thru J objects linked with corresponding ground photos. photos from Rüchel, B. (2014). 

 

 

                      [No Photo Linked] 

 

 

                      [No Photo Linked] 
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‘Bombodrom’ Heidehof-Golmberg 

In 1978/1979 a new aerial range was created 

by the GSSD through the removal of about 650 

hectares of forest within the current Heidehof-

Golmberg (Truppenübungsplätze, n.d.). There 

the Russian troops conducted air bombing and 

air shooting exercises. Various calibres of 

exercise bombs were thrown as well as 

machine guns with calibres varying from 12.7 

to 37 mm were used (Truppenübungsplätze, 

n.d.). Their approach route was from the east 

with set target points. This can best be seen on 

the Russian map below (figure 14). Through 

the use of hillshade map, the orthophotos, and 

colour infrared images a map was created seen 

in figure 13. The target areas 100, 105, and 

101 are visualised in hillshade in figure 15. 

Figure 15 reveals some micro depressions in 

the vicinity of the targets. However, the 

amount of depressions found near the targets 

is of the same amount as throughout the 

whole Heidehof-golmberg training area. These 

depression are therefore thought to be not 

created by  the use of bombs.  

There are however very small depressions seen in figure 15b that only occur around the bombing target 

circle 101/103. These depressions are therefore thought to be caused by bombing. These craters created by 

bombs in this research area are not significantly large enough to be mapped. Therefore the bomb crater in 

the RCS legend will not be found on the geomorphological map.  

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Russian map of ‘Bombodrom’ Heidehof-Golmberg (Firing ranges, n.d.). 

Figure 13. ‘Bombodrom’ Heidehof-Golmberg. Brandenburg, Germany. 
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Figure 15a Hillshade of target area n° 100. 

This area was used for the positioning of 

a variety of mock-up military vehicles as 

target practice (Firing ranges, n.d.).  

 

Figure 15b. Hillshade of bombing target 

circle n° 101 during the day, and n° 103 

during the night. 100 metre in diameter. 

Figure 15. Target area n° 105.  
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Appendix D Constructing an .aprx file for ArcGIS Pro 

  
Building an .aprx for maps of Baruth Ice Marginal Valley in Brandenburg 

This workflow will go through the steps to generate a .aprx for use in ArcGis Pro 

with web services and local geodata, partly downloaded from the UvA 

Geoportal. Part of the maps that we will insert/use are also to be found at: 

https://bb-viewer.geobasis-bb.de/ 

 

This workflow is constructed by:  dr. W.M. de Boer, S. Geskus, B. Luimes , J. de Nobel, M. Romar, M. Schadee & S. Zuidervaart (2020). 

Later modified by J. de Nobel.  

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Requirements for this module: 

ArcGis Pro (2.7 or higher) 

3D Analysis licence 

At least 10gb of free space on your drive 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

To keep everything organized, store your downloaded files in the same map throughout the whole project.  

1. Start ArcGIS Pro.  

2. Create a project with a new map and GDB under the name  ‘Bachelor_Research_year’ 

3. Right click map, under properties, head to coordinate systems. Use ETRS 1989 UTM Zone 33N for XY (or search for 25833). 

4. Zoom in to the area of Luckenwalde – Lübben and later Luckenwalde – Baruth/Mark. 

 a. Set the scale to 1:140.000 

 b. Add a bookmark so you can go back to this overview later. 

 

Now, existing maps should be added. 

5. Add the geological maps. First go to the Surfdrive. Go to Data -> Brandenburg. 

 a. Download GK25 Geologische Uebersichtkarte 1 zu 25 tausend (number 21 in table 1). 

 b. Go to your catalog, add GK25 to the Table Of Contents (TOC) 

 

6. Next, go to the Surfdrive. Go to Data -> Brandenburg. 

 a. Download GK100 Geologische Uebersichtkarte 1 zu 100 tausend (number 18 in table 1). 

 b. Go to your catalog, add GK100 to the TOC. 

 

7. Similar to step 5, and 6 add 10 more maps from the Surfdrive to your TOC. These are the maps 13 thru 22 in table 1. 

 a. For organization sake add in your TOC four new group layers. Name them Geomorphology, Geology,  

  Topography, and Pedology. 

 b.  Drag all your maps in the TOC to their corresponding group layer.  

 

8. Next add a basemap 

 a.  In the header head to map > Basemap menu and select Topographic. Do not forget to drag this map to the group 

  layer Topography. 

    

9. Click on the insert window, add connections, New WMS Server. 

 a. Add  the following WMS Servers (make sure to also copy the question mark ‘?’):  

 - https://isk.geobasis-bb.de/ows/dtk10farbe_wms?                              (number 7 in table 1) 

 - https://inspire.brandenburg.de/services/bokarten_wms?                  (number 10 in table 1) 

 - https://isk.geobasis-bb.de/ows/dop20c_wms?                                    (number 8 in table 1) 

 - https://isk.geobasis-bb.de/mapproxy/dop20cir/service/wms?          (number 9 in table 1) 

 - https://inspire.brandenburg.de/services/boartsubstr_wms?&service=WMS&request=GetCapabilities   

  (number 11 in table 1) 

  

 b. Expand the WMS connections and add them to their corresponding group layer in your TOC. 

 

10. Also add http://isk.geobasis-bb.de/ows/dnmbs.php? (make sure to copy the ‘?’). These contain the tiles and according 

 numbers. The LiDAR tiles are 2 by 2 km so you would need to only show the Nummern der Kachelu 2x2 km & Kachelung 

 2x2 km.  

 a. Add the entire connection to your TOC as top layer. 

 

https://bb-viewer.geobasis-bb.de/
https://isk.geobasis-bb.de/mapproxy/dop20cir/service/wms
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11. One of those files is the zipped file of the 49LiDAR Tiles and it should have a shapefile.  Add this to your GDB. Right click 

 your GDB select import feature class. Do not forget to name your output feature class.  

 a. Beware: a shapefile consists of several files (not only .shp but also .dbf, .sbn, and so on) thus make sure you  

 download the entire folder, and not just the .shp extensions.  

 b. If you’re getting an error message you have to define a projection: ETRS_1989_UTM_Zone_33N (=EPSG 25833). 

  

 Change the color type to black outline so the basemap(s) are still visible. 

 

12. Zoom to layer on the 49 tiles and make a new bookmark and call it ‘49 LiDAR tiles’.  

 

13. From the Geoportal, download your assigned 5 LiDAR tiles.  

 For the 2020 research the field strips are divided in alphabetical order:  

 Geskus (33382), Luimes (33384), de Nobel (33386), Romar (33388), Schadee (33390), Zuidervaart (33392). 

  

14. Create a new las dataset in Catalog or use the tool Create a Las Dataset and give it the name PersonalLasDataset.lasd 

 a. Add your personal LAS files to the dataset (number 1 in table 1).  

 b. Make sure the statistics are calculated. If not, the strip will be displayed in grey.  

 c. Check if the horizontal coordinate system is ETRS 1989 UTM Zone 33N. 

 d. Assign a vertical coordinate system to the las dataset: DHHN92. 

 

15. Add the las dataset to your TOC. 

 

16. Make a visualization of the las dataset on the base of the elevation. In order to do this you need to select the Las dataset in 

 your TOC. Next click the appearance header and click on Symbology > surface > elevation. By doing this your dataset will 

 create intervals.  

 

17. Instead of 9 classes we would like to have 24. On the right, the symbology screen should be displayed. From the 

 symbology screen change the amount of classes to 24. ArcGIS Pro should assign proper spacing by itself. Choose a proper 

 color scheme; slope. 

 

18. Click the LAS dataset and go to Symbology. Then click the Elevation option under ‘Symbolize your layer using a Surface’.  

  

19. LAS TO DEM: use the LAS tools to convert a .las file to a DEM (Digital Elevation Model).  

 a. From header appearance click dropdown menu LAS points and select ground. 

 b. Next use the tool LAS Dataset To Raster 

 c. in the menu set Void fill method to Linear and sampling Value to 0.5 (metre). 

  Select PersonalLasDataset in your 2D map,  click appearance 

 d. Increase the Display limit to 5000000 (or more). This limits the number or points used in the triangulation of the 

  LAS Dataset layer surface.  

 e. Slide the Density bar to max (fine point density). This option controls the density of points enforced by the LAS 

  datasetDensity 

 f. Set the full resolution scale to 1:1000. This scale is used to control when the LAS dataset will render itself without 

  thinning, using 100 percent of the LAS points. It is used when the map scale is equal to or greater than the scale 

  you specify. The point limit is still hundred though, so if the number of estimated points for the current extent 

  exceeds the limit, the LAS dataset will thin itself and not draw using all the data. When this occurs, an asterisk is 

  displayed next to the data percentage listed for the layer in the table of contents. When the map display scale is 

  less than the full resolution scale, thinning will occur based on the setting of the Point Density slider bar. 

 

20. Create the LiDAR derived land surface parameter maps: Hillshade, Slope, and Aspect.  

 a.  Create hillshade by heading to Analysis > Raster Functions > under the surface tab selecting hillshade. Under 

  Raster select your DEM. The hillshade map will appear in your TOC after creation. 

 b. Do the same to create Slope, and Aspect shaded relief map.  

 

21. In your GDB create the following features classes. These feature classes will be where your mapped features will be stored. 

 Fill in for the x your research strip number. 

 

 a. GEO_x_5_Valleys_and_small_drainageways        Line feature class 

 b. GEO_x_6_Landforms_line     Line feature class 
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 c. GEO_x_6_Landforms_polygon    Polygon feature class 

 d. GEO_x_8_Material_polygon     Polygon feature class 

 e. GEO_x_13_Areas_of_geomorphological_processes_polygon Polygon feature class 

 f. GEO_x_13_Houses_polygon     Polygon feature class 

 g. GEO_x_13_Roads_line     Line feature class 

 h. GEO_x_14_Hydrography_line    Line feature class 

 i. GEO_x_14_Hydrography_point    Point feature class 

 j. GEO_x_14_Hydrography_polygon    Polygon feature class 

 k. GEO_x_15_Supplementary_information_point   Point feature class 

 l. GEO_x_16_Military_line     Line feature class 

 m. GEO_x_16_Military_point     Point feature class 

 n. GEO_x_16_Military_polygon     Polygon feature class 

 

22. Now lastly the organization of your TOC. 

 a. In your TOC create a new group layer and call it Geomorph_mapping 

 b. Create within this three group layers and name them macro, meso, and micro. 

 c. Add from step 22 d, and e to macro. Add from 22 a, h, i, and j to meso. Add from 22 b, c, f, g, k, l,  m, and n to 

  micro. 


